Young Crew is a key component of IPMA’s growth and development of the leaders of tomorrow. We are the premier global network for young professionals enthusiastic about project management, a platform for young project management professionals and students up to the age of 35.

**How do you become a Project Manager?**

So you might think all IPMA is about is old, experienced people. Well of course not. We have a vibrant cool international young crew, that organises events, competitions, knowledge sharing and more. And for those who are still in denial: you’re allowed in Young Crew until you’re 35. Of course our young crew has its own site! Check out [become.pm](http://become.pm) and get involved. IPMA is striving for a world in which all project succeed.

**We believe that**

- People are the biggest value in every endeavour
- Professionalism is developed by improving competence, responsibility and accountability
- Diversity adds value, that you can only capitalise through respect and value appreciation
- Curiosity and passion are key to personal development, and lead to creativity and innovation

**Our Mission**

We develop and promote the project management profession amongst young and emerging community by:

- Developing your competencies in project, programme and portfolio management
- Giving you global recognition to your accomplishment from working in projects, programmes and portfolios
- Advising your career in project, programme and portfolio management
- Setting environment to network and interact with the global project management world
- Providing you platform like Global Young Crew workshops, Young Project Manager Award, Project Management Championship or Global eCollaboration competition – GeCCo.

“Good business leaders create a vision, articulate the vision, passionately own the vision, and relentlessly drive it to completion.”

— Jack Welch
International Project Management Associates (IPMA) is a federation of about 72 Member Associations (MAs). IPMA MAs develop project management competences in their geographic areas of influence, interacting with thousands of practitioners and developing relationships with corporations, government agencies, universities and colleges, as well as training organizations and consulting companies.

IPMA provides with its Young Crew programme the premier global network for young and emerging professionals, enthusiastic about project management - the leaders of tomorrow. IPMA Young Crew is a platform for project management professionals and students up to the age of 35. IPMA thus offers the Young Crew programme to integrate members into an international network of young and emerging project managers, to establish direct contact with representatives from the industry and other sectors, to foster dialogue with experienced project managers, to get access to the Young Crew events at reduced prices, to support thesis of scientific research in the area of project management and much more.

Benefits of being a Young Crew

The main benefits for INDIVIDUALS under the age of 35 include:

- Developing individual competences in project, programme and portfolio management.
- Providing global recognition for your accomplishment gained by working in projects, programmes and portfolios.
- Provision of personal career advice in project, programme and portfolio management.
- Providing an environment for networking and interaction with the global project management world.
- Attending Global Young Crew Workshops, participating in the Young Project Manager Award, the Project Management Championship or the Global eCollaboration Competition - GeCCo.
- Coaching and Mentoring Programme.

For more details please contact:

PMA Young Crew Coordinator
Project Management Associates
FC-33, Plot No. 1 & 2, Periyar Centre, 3rd Floor, Institutional Area, Jasola, New Delhi - 110025
Ph: +91 11 4142 1511, Mob: +91 98710 88183, +91 97116 31534, +91 83728 20424
Email: youngcrew@pma-india.org, aksays@gmail.com, info@pma-india.org   Website: www.pma-india.org

Young Crew is the Future of the Nation